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Young Adult Novels - Great spring and summer reads!

North Face

The first book in
a suspenseful new
trilogy about a
brilliant new
crime-solving duo:
the teen
descendants of
Sherlock Holmes
and John Watson.

by Matt Dickinson
Ryan Hart is an 18-year-old
adventurer on a mission. To
get himself to Mount Everest
and check out the truth about
the world's highest peak.
Friends have told him dark
stories about the mountain,
outrageous things that he
wants to see for himself. Just a
few hours after Ryan arrives at
Everest Base Camp a lethal
earthquake strikes.

The View From
Saturday
by e.l.konigsburg
It was a surprise to a lot of
people when Mrs. Olinski's
team won the sixth-grade
Academic Bowl contest at
Epiphany Middle School. It was
an even bigger surprise when
they beat the seventh grade
and the eighth grade, too. And
when they went on to even
greater victories, everyone
began to ask: How did it
happen? “Reading it is just like
working on a puzzle one area
at a time, starting from totally
opposite sides of the puzzle.
You see the finished picture
when you turn the last page.”

The Lifeboat
Clique is Kathy
Parks's a novel
about how to
survive in the
most unthinkable
circumstances
and about the
politics of high
school
friendships.
!
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Based on the Third
Crusade with England's
King Richard I and the
Muslim leader Saladin,
this novel takes readers
from the de Granvilles'
Hartslove Castle to the
bloody battlefields of
the Middle East. It is a
story of loyalty, honor,
and nobility and
centers around the lives
of two brothers, Gavin
and William; the fair
maiden Eleanor whom
they leave behind; and
Will's beloved red
horse.
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As the daughter of
a time traveler, Nix
has spent sixteen
years sweeping
across the globe
and through the
centuries aboard
her father’s ship.
Modern-day New
York City,
nineteenth-century
Hawaii, other lands
seen only in myth
and legend—Nix
has been to them
all. But when her
father gambles
with her very
existence, it all may
be about to end.

Experience the world of
Skeleton Creek through
Ryan's journal and all new
online videos. Ryan and
Sarah have lived in
Skeleton Creek all their
lives, uncovering ghostly
mysteries no one else can
figure out. But when
their investigations lead
to the Skeleton Creek
cemetery and a haunted
room, they discover a
chilling secret even
they're not ready for.
Nothing could prepare
them for what they found
in the Phantom Room.!
The Phantom Room.!
Enter if you dare.
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